


On behalf of the staff of Brandon Fire & Emergency 
Services (BFES) it is my pleasure to submit to you 
the department’s 2013 Annual Report. 

Late in 2012 we were able to secure additional 
ongoing funding from the provincial government 
for four additional staff through the Regional Health 
Authority.  These four staff were all hired at the 
beginning of 2013, and the positions contributed 
to a decrease in our overtime costs throughout the 
year.  

The department hosted a Badge & Medal 
Presentation in November to honor twenty five 
employees who had received recognition.  These 
awards included Governor General Awards to 
recognize 30, and 20 years of service; 25 Year 
Service Medals from the Manitoba Association of 
Fire Chiefs, and 5 Year Badges from our department.  

As a result of the success of presenting the Learn 
Not to Burn® Program since September 1997, 
our department was the proud recipient of the 
FM Global Fire Prevention Grant in the amount 
of $2,500.  Funds will go towards the Learn Not 
to Burn program in the coming year. We are the 
first fire service in Manitoba and one of only five 
fire services in Canada to receive a FM Global Fire 
Prevention Grant for fire prevention efforts.

In order to prepare for the anticipated retirements of 
management in the next few years, the department 
implemented a succession management program.   
These Officers participated in various education and 
skills development opportunities to help prepare 
them for future Chief Officer positions.

We hope you find the 2013 Annual Report 
interesting and informative. Thank you for your 
continued interest and support.  

Message from the Chief

Brent Dane
Fire Chief
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TYPE OF INCIDENT No.

Alarms 483
Ambulance 3700

BY THE NUMBERS

Fire - Structure 17

Investigation 60
Rescue - MVC 416

Other 41
Total 4840

76% 
Ambulance

0% 
Fire (Structure)

10% 
Alarm

1% 
Other3% 

Fire (Other)

1% 
Investigation

9% 
Rescue

The 2013 budget was 
just over $8.4 million. $5 

million was the budget for 
running the fire service, 

with the remaining being 
allocated to EMS.To fund the fire 

service, we received 
approximately 

$600,000 through 
provincial funding, RM 

contracts, and user 
fees.

To fund the EMS 
service, we received 

approximately 2.8 million 
dollars in revenue from 

provincial funding through 
the RHA, and user fees. 

The remainder is funded 
through city tax 

dollars.

Fire - Other 123
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HISTORY

Central Fire Station

Over 100 years after the city built the fire hall at 
637 Princess Avenue, the building has been sold.  
The new owners, Samson Engineering have plans 
to restore the building to its original state.  They will 
welcome visitors in as it is going to be converted 
into a commercial building.  To mark this change, we 
would like to take this opportunity to pay tribute to a 
building that served us well through the years.  

The department operated out of the Central Fire 
Station from December 1911 until September 
of 2010.  For just short of a century, we saw the 
building change and grow to accommodate our 
needs.  It was initially built to house horses and fire 
apparatus that they could pull. 

 Coronation Bell

Now we are just undergoing the process of 
removing any of the contents that we left 
behind, including the 4,400 pound Coronation 
Bell.  The bell was moved by a tow truck and 
will be stored at the #1 Fire Hall on 19th Street 
N. until we can make arrangements for it to 
be permanently mounted for display.  Once 
this task is completed, we will say goodbye to 
the building which has been a large part of our 
department’s history, and will look forward to 
visiting it again after it is restored.         
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The Central Fire Station was 
designed by a prominent 

early architect, W. A. Elliott. 
The addition of a tower to the 
original sketches proposed by 

Elliott was suggested by his 
young son Egbert. 

The contract for its 
construction was awarded to 
a local builder, A. E. Bullock, 
for a cost ranging between 

$37,000 to $40,000.

1911 & 1912 Log Book Excerpts

Apr. 18 – Started to tear away old building to make room for new hall.
Oct. 24 – Bell taken down from small tower.
Nov. 7 – Northern Electric Manitoba to install new alarm system.
Dec. 5 – Moved into new Fire Hall
Dec. 6 – Moved junk from blacksmith shop to new hall.
Dec. 18 – Moved upstairs in new hall.
Dec. 29 – New Fire Hall was opened for Public Inspection. 
Jan. 25, 1912 – Official Ceremony including a banquet attended by some 200 people 
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ORGANIZATIONAL CHART

PROMOTIONS
Marv Janzen                Jan 7          Lieut. 
Shayne Collister        Mar 12        Acting Lieut. II
Joe Szabo Apr 15        Acting Lieut. I
Don Matthews           Oct 30      Lieut.

NEW HIRES
Travis Tannas              Jan 7 
Conrad Stott             Jan 7
Kyle Worrall             Jan 14
Adrian Fraijo             Jan 14
Adam Desjardin         Jul 2
Mathew Pranys          Jul 2
Paul Benson             Jul 2

Fire Chief

Administrative Assistant (2.5)

Peak Car (4)

Training O�cer (2)

Lieutenant (4)

Captain (4)

Fire�ghter/Paramedic (48)

Deputy Chief (2)

Quality Assurance 
Coordinator (0.33)

Fire Prevention O�cer

Fire Inspector (3)
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BABYSITTER TRAINING COURSE    
Brandon Fire & Emergency Services, along with the Kiwanis Club of Brandon, 
continues to run our Babysitters Training Course.  In 2013, there were thirty two 
graduates from two classes.  

The course consists of five, hour and a half classes over a three week period. Each 
class focuses on a different topic designed to help the student learn how to be 
successful in this important role.  

The content is as follows:
• Introduction to the Course and Fire Prevention
• First Aid Training
• Basic Child Care
• Child Behavior/Play Activities
• 911 Information & Test
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Students, 12 years of 
age or older are eligible 

to register for the 
course.  

Spring and fall sessions  
are offered annually 
for 20 – 30 children.

The program has been 
operating for more 

than 35 years.

1,599 children have 
graduated from the 

program since it 
started.  

This is a FREE 
program thanks to the 
sponsorship from the 

Kiwanis Club of Brandon 
and our volunteer 

instructors.
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In 2013 we experienced an increase in the number of structure 
fires and fire losses. The total value of building losses was 
approximately $1,741,000.  This high number was in large part 
due to a few large structure fires, one which was a total loss of a 
building which contained three businesses on Pacific Avenue.
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FIRE

Pacific Avenue Fire

An employee had attempted to thaw a frozen water line 
with a portable heater, which malfunctioned and started 
the fire. The temperature at the time was approximately 

-40. There were many challenges that arose throughout the 
seven hours we spent on scene.  Initially there were two fire 

trucks at the incident.  When one of the hose lines froze, 
we brought in another truck to replace it.  Later on, another 
hose line froze, which left us with only one pumper to fight 

the fire.  

The extreme cold was also hard on the radios, as they would 
stop working when the batteries got too cold.  

It was strenuous on the staff to fight in those conditions, and 
they had to periodically swap out in order to warm up in the 

fire trucks.  

The building was a total loss, but the staff were able to 
minimize the exposures around the fire. 

Fire Fatalities

Unfortunately, there were two fire 
fatalities in 2013.  One was on Ross 
Avenue,  the other was from a fire 

that was at Hobb’s Manor.  This was 
a significant incident, as there were 

many senior residents displaced 
for many hours while we dealt with 
the fire and resulting investigation.  
Many city departments and other 

organizations assisted 
us during this time.      
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Brush Fire

One significant incident was a grass fire started 
by an individual, who was hiking, and fell in some 
water.  He started a small fire in the bush in order 

to dry off.  The fire spread quickly and he was 
unable to control it.   The department quickly 

responded, but the conditions were very dry and 
windy making the fire difficult to extinguish.  For 
the next seven hours our staff battled the blaze.  

There were 27 firefighters that at some point 
helped fight the fire.  There were several other 
community resources that were called upon 

throughout the incident.  

Rural House Fire with Exploding Ammunition

Our department was called to a rural house fire.  
Firefighters initially entered the home to tackle 

the blaze from inside, but as they headed for the 
basement, where the fire is believed to have started, 
they heard the bang of exploding ammunition.  The 

owner had warned the firefighters of the ammunition 
which was properly stored in the basement.  After 

hearing the ammunition explode, and with no one else 
in the home in danger, the firefighters decided to exit 
and tackle the fire from outside rather than risk being 

hit by flying bullets.  Because the fire could not be 
defeated from just an outside attack, the home couldn’t 

be saved.  

Courtesy of The Brandon Sun
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AMBULANCE
BFES attended to 3700 ambulance calls, and transported 3,406 
patients in 2013.  This accounts for 76% of our total call volume.  
This increases to 85% if you include MVC’s.

Courtesy of The Brandon Sun

The Ambulance Service within BFES is 
involved in some very exciting times. The 

province amalgamated the Regional Health 
Authorities in 2012 and since then BFES has 
seen many changes with many more on the 

horizon.  Some of our staff have been asked to 
sit on Provincial Committees which will help 
lay the foundation for the direction of EMS 

within the Province.  

As a result of the amalgamation, our response 
area may increase.  

BFES is happy to be involved during these 
exciting times for EMS in the province and 
we are confident the partnerships we have 

created will strengthen our reputation in the 
province as being the “Service to Strive for” 

with respect to EMS.

The department would 
like to say thank you to 

Shaw Communications for 
generously donating the 
teddy bears that we carry 

on the ambulance.  
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Angio

Cancelled
Cancer Care

Cardiac/Stroke

Consult/Diagnostics

Medical/Surgery

Neuro

Obstetrics

Orthopedics

Pediatrics
Plastics

Rehabilitation

Return

A big thank you to the handsome 
paramedic that gave my boy a teddy 

bear tonight in the ER!  You really 
brightened his day with being in the 

hospital again.  As a mom I can’t thank 
you enough for your act of kindness!  

It’s amazing how a simple act of 
kindness makes a difference for a kid.  
He is sleeping soundly with his new 
cuddle stuffy named “Emergency”. 

“

” Courtesy of The Brandon Sun

REASONS FOR LONG 
DISTANCE TRIPS  



TRAINING

On Shift Training

Throughout the year we spent a significant amount of 
time developing an on-shift training program for the 

operations staff.  This gives them a guideline that they 
can use to ensure that the basic hands on skills are 

maintained throughout the year.  The program ensures 
that all staff are trained on the same material, and it 

includes a tracking system to ensure that they receive 
all of the information.  One of the skills included 
in the package is how a firefighter that is wearing 

full protective equipment including their breathing 
apparatus (SCBA) can get through an area that is too 
small to accommodate both the firefighter and the 

SCBA.
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Vehicle Extrication

Our vehicle extrication training was completed in 
partnership with Westman Salvage.  This year’s training 

had an extra bit of excitement for the staff, as they 
got to try out some of the newest technology.  Four 

suppliers joined the staff, to show them all of the latest 
and greatest in the world of Jaws, saws, and tools used 
to rip a vehicle apart to get to those inside.  One that 

was especially interesting to the staff was a pair of 
battery powered jaws.  The jaws that the department 

has now are powered by a generator and it takes some 
time to set them up.  The battery powered ones are 
much easier to use as we can just grab them and put 

them to work.  This may be something the department 
will look at next time the jaws are up for replacement in 

our capital budget.  

One important skill that our 
department is trained in is 

Advanced Cardiac Life Support 
(ACLS).  There were seven 

additional members trained to be 
able to provide ACLS, taking the 
number of staff trained up to 32.

Data collection is an 
important, integral part of 
our business.  Last year we 
spent a significant amount 

of time developing and 
delivering training to our 
staff on how to correctly 
document information.   
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Thanks so much for your 
efficient and compassionate 
response to the fire at Hobbs 
Manor, on Saturday!  As one 

of the residents stated, “It 
went like clockwork.”  We so 

appreciate you people!

“

”

The 19th Street fire hall is still 
a popular place for the public 

to come through for tours.  
Throughout the year there 

were 122 tours to over 1,000 
visitors.   A group of retired 
staff come on the second 

Tuesday of every month to 
help provide tours through 

the building with some added 
historical information.  

In 2013 we hosted 37 work 
experience students from 
area high schools, colleges 

and CFB Shilo. 

Annually, the Royal 
Canadian Legion Poppy 

Fund offers grant funding 
to emergency services 

agencies.  Our application 
for a grant was again 
generously approved 

for the purchase of EMS 
equipment.

INTERESTING 
FACTS



TECH/CONFINED SPACE 
RESCUE TEAM
The Tech/Confined Space Rescue team continues to train 
throughout the year to ensure their skills remain proficient. 
One of the scenarios these members trained on was where a 
victim had fallen and sustained a spinal injury.  The only way 
to access them was to be lowered down from the roof of a 
building.  The team first sent one member down with basic 
EMS supplies to assess and begin treatment of the patient.  
A second member was then lowered to the patient with a 
long board (used to immobilize the spine), and a basket (used 
to transport the patient).  The ropes in this scenario were all 
controlled by members of the team who were on the roof 
of the building.  Once they have the patient loaded, they use 
the rope system to lower the basket to the ground where 
the patient can then be further treated and loaded into the 
ambulance. 

WATER RESCUE TEAM
The water and ice rescue team upgraded their training to the 
Ice Rescue Technician level in the early spring.  At this time 
the Assiniboine River is still frozen over with one exception 
being the the Hydro Generating Station, which is where they 
chose to do their training.  

In one training scenario, they have a staff member, who is 
provided with a dry suit, get into the ice cold water to pose as 
a victim.  They are tethered to the shore for safety.  

The team uses a Rapid Deployment Craft (RDC) that is used 
specifically for helping to pull victims out of water in these 
dangerous situations.  This boat can be inflated and ready for 
deployment within minutes.  The RDC is tied off to the shore, 
and two team members are then tied to the RDC.  The RDC 
is then slid across the ice until it gets to where the victim is.  
Once the victim is pulled into the boat, two team members 
who are on shore quickly pull the RDC back to shore.  The 
victim is then handed off to waiting paramedics.       
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In a live situation 
hypothermia 

begins to set in 
immediately once 
the victim enters 

the water.  



CBRNE

BFES participated in a CBRNE (chemical, biological, 
radiation, nuclear, explosion) provincial exercise.  There 
was a mock scenario set up where there was an active 
shooter in an apartment building.  Police first entered to 
deal with the active shooter, who had set off dangerous 
chemical warfare agent.  One of the officers was “shot” in 
the leg, so there had to be special care taken to get him 
out of his hazmat suit as well as his body armor and have 
him decontaminated.  

The active shooter was killed inside the building, so the 
team then dealt with decontamination of the police who 
exited the building through a series of showers that were 
set up.  Ident was then allowed into the building to collect 
evidence, and they had to be properly suited up, and then 
later decontaminated. 

Members of our department participated in a three day 
Provincial Urban Search and Rescue (USAR) exercise 
which took place in Ninette.  There were over 100 people 
in attendance from different organizations throughout 
the province.  The mock scenario that they went through 
was where a tornado ripped through a campground 
where there were RV’s and a nearby care home.  This 
exercise also included Ground Search and Rescue (GSAR).  
In this type of scenario it was helpful to have both 
teams involved, as USAR focuses more on rescue from 
structures, and GSAR deals with rescues that are not in 
structures.  

There was an old infirmary building that the team was 
able to use to stage actual damage a tornado may have 
caused including tearing out walls, and putting a vehicle 
through a second story window.  There were four RV’s that 
the team was able to tear apart to stage the mock.

USAR
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Brandon Fire & Emergency Services
120 - 19th Street North
Brandon, MB  R7B 3X6

fire@brandon.ca

Remember to PULL TO THE RIGHT FOR 
SIRENS AND LIGHTS.  If an emergency 
vehicle is approaching your vehicle from any 
direction with its flashing red, red and blue 
lights, siren or bell sounding, you are required 
to bring your vehicle to an immediate STOP 
as near as is practical to the right-hand curb 
or edge of the roadway. 




